
ALWAYS TAKE THE WEATHER ...
The Finn brothers had it sussed with their little bit of lyricism about the weather.  Because it's a topic that obsesses us all in this thin
strip of a country.   Everywhere we go, we take the weather with us as a topic of conversation, usually centering on how “we enjoy a
micro-climate here”.  

To many of us, weather is a boring constant that we choose just to get on with.  But there has been a lot of talk recently about the
superb Summer we've enjoyed and how we dodged so many of the weather bombs that are projected to sweep in from North, South, East
or West.   Somehow, it seems to have been sunny pretty well every day since whenever, yet the course is brilliantly green with lush grass
cover pretty well everywhere that suggests we've been suffering rainy days.   And who knows what tomorrow may bring?

The reality is, the fringing Brynderwyns create a generous rain shadow that deflects a lot of stormy conditions away from us.   This effect
never shows up in weather forecasts, as we get lumped in with the ongoing “downpours and deluges across Northland” predictions.  This
appalling lack of awareness on the part of weather forecasters – and the general golfing public in NZ – often means players ring to cancel
their bookings in the misguided belief that we're going to be swamped.  Meanwhile, we're basking under brilliant blue skies.

Quite so.   And now that you know all that, feed the word to the world that it
rarely rains in Mangawhai – far less than elsewhere - and our course is always
pleasantly playable.

This is especially relevant for those entering our tournaments and events.
We continue to endure late cancellations and no shows, often because of perceived weather conditions that don't come to pass.
A considerable amount of organisation goes into such occasions and it's disappointing and frustrating for organisers and players
(and sponsors) for some to just not turn up.   We accept that, from time to time, a leg will fall off or a much-loved mother-in-law
will arrive unexpectedly – but too often the reasons for “no shows” are a bit weak: “Oh, it looked like rain and I wasn't sure
whether I could weather the weather” or “the forecast I heard last Tuesday said it might be a bit windy”.  Golf is an outdoor
game, and it's unfortunate that, sometimes, a playing four is reduced to two just because a couple didn't honour their booking.

DAYLIGHT SAVING TICKS OVER
Most by now have caught on that clocks have gone back 1 hour.   But that change impacts more than just on where we stand in the ever-
changing pageant of life.   As the evenings grow shorter, some our regular playing groups alter their start and finish times and we ask that
you make yourself aware of these.   One example is Friday Twilight – through non-Daylight Saving times, this runs all day until 3.15pm,
so that cards can be in by 5.30pm.   (We know that this inconveniences some, but – all-powerful though we are – we don't have control of
sunset times).   Women's Tuesday golf … well, we spoke on behalf of the ladies once a while back and the bruises are still fading, so
please check with your Captain re any changed start times.  (We believe that the Programme Book guidelines for outside Daylight Saving
are now the same as Daylight Saving, i.e., cards in by 8.30am for a 9.0am start – but, as we say, check with your Captain.)    Monday
Men, Wednesday Morning Vets, no change at this time.  Wednesday Mavericks go to an 11.30am muster from the end of April.

BARFOOT & THOMPSON EASTER MIXED OPEN
This was, as always, a great success and a field of nearly 160 took part on Easter Sunday.  Congratulations to all winners, and special
thanks to Craig Matheson for his ongoing support, on behalf of Barfoot & Thompson, of this event and many other club activities.  The
Match Committee put together an outstanding prize table and a very good crowd was in the clubhouse for prizegiving.   (With other clubs
around the country struggling to fill their tournament fields we should be very proud of the playing levels we continue to achieve.)

IT'S GETTING BUSY OUT THERE
Each week we see increasing numbers of members heading out onto the course.   Perhaps it's the ongoing golden weather, but the
numbers are impressive and a good indication of the strength of our club.  Especially notable are the Wednesday afternoon (Mavericks)
and Summer Twilight fields.    Wednesday morning continues to be very popular, while the afternoon often sees a playing field that
numbers almost 50 – making this consistently a very busy day (and night, as the Mavericks show strong support of our bar facility).  Friday
Twilight this Summer has been very well patronised, thanks in great part to Bill Mabey's generosity in providing a wonderful golfing travel
prize (won last week by Jan Grover) as an end-of-season bonus.     More than 120 people played throughout the season and more than 80
played in the final round, after which the grand prize was drawn. Thanks again to Bill and to his Experience Golf company.
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Possibly, with Winston now almost a local MP, we might get some action taken on 
a national level.  In the meantime, let your friends, families and associates know 
that the weather here is not the same as the weather away from here.   As local 
meteorological pundit Tony Fairweather succinctly puts it: “the unpredictable 
declinational impact of the topomorphous interweave can often be sighted on 
the cumulo-nimbic ridge formed by the mistralic swirl, creating spontaneously 
unpredicted deviation in hydrochaotic conditions, necessarily – and sometimes 
unnecessarily - overlaying a visibly undetectable subaqueous barometric surge.   
Once this is understood, the reasons for Mangawhai's exceptional and quite 
unique cosmic climate become apparent.”



MEN'S COACHING WITH TERRY
Similar to the programe operated for our women members, men's coaching is now available on an organised basis with Terry Young.  As
those of you who have had coaching with Terry have come to appreciate, he has a great knack for sorting out the basics of your game and
getting you hitting the ball with greater confidence.    Details of times, costs, etc., are on the noticeboard in the clubhouse foyer.

WOMEN'S COACHING WITH TERRY
This has been an ongoing exercise with Terry coaching both large and small groups of both large and small women.   Many of them are
newcomers to the game and have benefited immensely from Terry's ability to get them swinging correctly and making good contact.
We've received many comments from these ladies, with this one summarising the general feeling:
“Terry is a great coach...patient, informative, generous with his time.   Going directly to practise golf with a friendly buddy on the course( 2 holes ) made

all the difference to keeping up my interest in the game......teaching, friendship and fun.  I am interested in playing more golf, regards Beth”

The success of our Women's Initiative, of which Terry is a strong componenent, shows in the numbers:
A recent uptake attracted 16 new women golfers, so many that they were split into two groups.
From  this,  at  least  two   new  members  have  joined  our  club.   Again,  comments  were
overwhelmingly enthusiastic:
“Just wanted to say thank you for all the organisation, encouragement and the warm welcome that you gave 

us all.  I enjoyed the opportunity to give golf another try!”

“…As to the coaching, I was impressed by all the teaching aids and by the general instruction to the group.” 

“The buddies were nothing short of amazing, so friendly and helpful.  After 18 holes in the heat taking time 

with us beginners was very kind of them and much appreciated.”

“I really enjoyed my lessons.  Terry's instructions were very helpful, easy to follow and I learned a lot.”

“I really appreciated the buddies who gave their time to take us out for a few holes of golf. It was good to 

reinforce the things that Terry had been teaching us.”

“When I am more settled I would like to try playing midweek ladies here in Mangawhai.  Thank you for 

organising the golf lessons”

Our Women's Initiative, which has been positively endorsed by NZ Golf, is co-ordinated by 
Geraldine Speed has has, over the past 12 months, introduced an impressive number of women 
to golf, and our club.   Geraldine very much appreciates the help given by our members who 

have acted as “buddies” for the newcomers, making sure that the enjoy the whole experience, both on and off course.  These buddies 
have gone the extra mile, often turning up after they'd played their own rounds to accompany the newbies onto the course for a few 
holes and then to spend time with them talking about the game and its many rewards. Some even took them to coffee at a separate time
and helped make them feel truly welcome.

New membership is a vital component in ensuring the ongoing success of our club.   Women's golf offers a very big opportunity, as
simple arithmetic tells us that, despite comprising around half the population, women comprise only around 25% of our members.

THIS JUST IN FROM OUR OFFICE:
My boss phoned me today, he said, "Is everything okay at the office?"   I said, "Yes, it's all under control. It's been a very busy day; I
haven't stopped."  "Can you do me a favor?" he asked.   I said, "Of course, what is it?"  "Speed it up a little, I'm in the foursome behind
you!" 

GREENS MAINTENANCE PROGRAMME
You'll  all be aware that we've just progressed through Greens Maintenance Week with very little disruption or inconvenience.  We'd
especially like to thank our regular organised groups – Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday and Friday – for their co-operation as we've juggled
starting tees and times.  Very few grouches were heard and it's pleasing to know that our members understand the importance of this
programme – and how little disruption it causes compared to what many other courses go through.  With John away, Phil was taking on
the role fairly short-handed but it's all gone very smoothly, well done to the hard-working team.   (TD's taken time out of his usual 25-
hour day to get back behind the wheel of his favourite tractor, undertaking the mentally challenging task of spiking the greens at the
frightening rate of 0.03 kilometres per hour.)
Next Greens Maintenance Week is scheduled in September – in the meantime, keep of enjoying putting on some of New Zealand's best
greens.

AND AN UPDATE ON OUR TREE REPLACEMENT PROGRAMME ...
Two visitors teed off on the 1st and headed off down the fairway.   Just off in the rough they noticed a couple of
greenstaff,hard at work. One would dig a hole and the other would follow behind him and fill the hole in. They worked up
one side of the 1st, then down the other, then moved on to the 2nd hole, working furiously, one man digging a hole, the other
filling it in again.

The visitors were was amazed at their hard work, as every hole
they played the greenstaff kept pace, digging, filling, digging,
filling ...   Totally confused and bemused, one visitor paused his
game, walked over and asked the hole digger, "I'm impressed
by the effort you two are putting in to your work, but I don't
get it - why do you dig a hole, only to have your partner follow
behind and fill it up again?"

The greenkeeper wiped his brow and sighed, "Well, I suppose it
probably looks odd because we're normally a three-person
team. But today the lad who plants the trees called in sick.'"



KEEP A GOOD EYE ON YOUR GAME
A very recent addition to our Golf Shop range is the very special Le Tissier range
of sunglasses.   This is a special New Zealand brand that offers exceptional eye
protection at a very affordable price when compared to other brands.   While the
styles are brilliant, with the racy look favoured by the Frank Silby's of the club
through  to  more  “adult”  models  for  the  Maureens,  the  highly  effective  UV
protection they provide for your eyes.
The sad reality is that we, as young Kiwis, spent a heck of a lot of time in
the sun without decent protection for our eyes.  Even today, we slap on the
sunscreen but don't think too much about eye protection.  But we should.
These Le Tissier sunglasses will help prevent eye deterioration and also help you
enjoy sharper, clearer vision on the course -  without the need to squint that
seems to be a very common complaint.

And all this for less than $80!    Most other brands start at prices much higher
than this, so we believe the Le Tissier option is great for your pocket as well as
your  eyes!   We  have  just  a  representative  range,  from  the  Adults  and
Casual/Fashion categories, on display and can get any style from their full range 
if needed.    Lenses on some models are interchangeable from the standard 
Smoke tint to light-enhancing lenses, etc.

Le Tissier is very focussed (bad pun, sorry) on children's eyesight and the
need for youngsters to wear quality sunglasses from an early age.   Their
Young  Adults  range  delivers  styles  the  youngsters  want  to  wear  while
providing essential UV protection for their eyes.

Come in and check our new display.  Try them for style.   Wear them for exceptional eye protection.

AND WHILE YOU'RE SEEING BETTER, WHY NOT KNOW WHERE YOU'RE GOING?
We're all fairly accomplished at blundering our individuals ways around the course.  So now that we've got your eye protection sorted

with the Le Tissier sunglasses, how about a bit of score protection?

We  now  stock  the  SureShotgps range,  and  these  are  a  very  simple-to-use,  instant  source  of
information about how far you are from the pin.   No time-consuming peering through a scope –
Sureshotgps gives you an immediate reading of your location on the course and helps you immensely
with club selection.

Hitting the shot that dialled-in distance is still up you – but you might be surprised how, just by
knowing just how far out you are, your ability to hit closer to the pin can be significantly improved.

Once again, we're displaying just a representative range from SureShotgps, priced from $249 and
just ready to be charged up to help you to better scoring.

GOODBYE TO THE GODWITS
As the days get shorter, our annual intake of godwits are wending their way back to northern climes.  The Letts, Merediths, Smalldons,
Goddens, Paines et al (and apologies to any whose names we've missed) are always welcome and we hope they don't suffer too greatly
through a northern summer while our endless Mangawhai climatic glory continues.  Thanks to you all, and others, for continuing the
International Day tradition. This is becoming a big feature of our annual calendar and we look forward to next year's event.
There are also a few other members doing their annual migrations to homelands and overseas families.  Grant Salmon's off to terrorise
Queensland one more time, Luciano is saying “arrivederci!” as he heads off on a bOy's-own trip back to northern Italy … and we're still
here in the Golf Shop.

STICKING WITH THE RULES
A small team of members are continuing with Rules instruction, conducted by Golf Northland, and it's great to see.  Most golfers, if
they're truly honest, have just a passing acquaintance with the Rules – yet they're the cornerstone of this great game.  While, from time
to time, they seem unfair, the Rules are there to make sure it's fair to all – not just the one who's stuck in a tight situation without relief.
Reading the Rules doesn't turn you into an officious official (well, not always) but can give you a beter appreciation of the game and help
you avoid the disputes that can erupt across the bar leaner or cake cabinet.

WHO'S WHO
In the clubhouse lounge you'll see a series of photos featuring our Board and various committees.  This is to help you know who's involved 
in what aspect of our club.  Remember, these are volunteers, generously lending their time to helping the club function so successfully 
and are not easy targets for home-grown opinions.   Take a look at the photos, get to know who's who …. and perhaps imagine yourself 
taking on such a contributory role in the club.

SPEAKING OF PHOTOS
You will have seen the two spectacular shots of Mangawhai Heads taken by member Barry Lynch of Upshot Photography.  One's a 
magnificent view from above Head Rock back toward the estuary, while the other is a stunning shot looking from above the 3rd tee back 
across the course and out to the Gulf islands.  These are both available as framed prints ($150) and making a great item to hang in your 
home (especially for those who are forced to return to Auckland each working week).   See Steve in the Office to order yours.

In the next few weeks we hope to bring you exciting information on new initiatives that will help promote our club, 
generate new income and help secure our club's future.  There's a huge amount of work going into this 

and very soon we'll be able to show you just why Mangawhai is ….. unbeatable!

Columbus went round the world in 1492.  That isn't a lot of strokes when you consider the course.


